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INTRODUCTION 

The roots of cryptography are found in Roman and Egyptian civilizations.  
Cryptography is the art and science of keeping messages secure. The 
primary goal of cryptography is to secure important data. When 
information is transformed from a useful form of unders
opaque form of understanding, this is called encryption. When the 
information is reverted back into a useful form, it is called
information in its useful form is called plane text while the information in 
its encrypted form is called cipher text.

PRELIMINARIES 

Define any suitable 3

This is known as encoding matrix.

The inverse of matrix 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Encryption: suppose we

                                     INDIA   IS   MY   COUNTRY

Our encoding matrix is 
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3 matrix A as 

  

This is known as encoding matrix.  

 i.e.  is a decoding matrix. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Encryption: suppose we want to send the message 

INDIA   IS   MY   COUNTRY 

encoding matrix is  
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Cryptography 

roots of cryptography are found in Roman and Egyptian civilizations.  
is the art and science of keeping messages secure. The 

primary goal of cryptography is to secure important data. When 
information is transformed from a useful form of understanding to an 
opaque form of understanding, this is called encryption. When the 
information is reverted back into a useful form, it is called decryption. The 
information in its useful form is called plane text while the information in 
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0
3

Now associate each letter
the alphabet A is 1, B is 2, C
number 27 to a space between two words.

Thus the message becomes

                

927194149

* IAIDNI

Since we are using 3
a sequence of 3 1 vectors as 

9
14
4

   
9
1

27
    

9
19
27

    
13
25
27

Now write the above vectors as columns of a matrix. Perform the matrix 
multiplication of this matrix with the encoding matrix as 

2 2 3
0 1 1
3 2 3

 








274

114

99

Gives the matrix 







 

17014611067

52462818

15713710158

Now the columns of this matrix is the encoded message which is 
transmitted in the linear form as
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2 2 3
1 1
2 3

 

Now associate each letter of our above text message with its position in 
B is 2, C is 3, and so on lastly z is 26 and assign a 

number 27 to a space between two words. 

Thus the message becomes 

2014211532725132719

** TNUOCYMS

3 matrix so above enumerated message break into 
vectors as  

13
25
27

    
3

15
21

   
14
20
18

    
25
27
27

    

Now write the above vectors as columns of a matrix. Perform the matrix 
multiplication of this matrix with the encoding matrix as 









271821272727

27201525191

251431399

 









210136102170

54383652

18512299157

 

Now the columns of this matrix is the encoded message which is 
transmitted in the linear form as 
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with its position in 
and assign a 

251820

YR
 

matrix so above enumerated message break into 

Now write the above vectors as columns of a matrix. Perform the matrix 
 

Now the columns of this matrix is the encoded message which is 
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21054185

369917052157

28101671858





The receiver writes this string as a sequence of 3
this is the decode message
of encoding matrix. 

The decoding matrix is

                                      

To decode the message perform matrix multiplication as 

















 223

233

101







 

11067

2818

10158

 

=  








18212727274

20152519114

14313999

Now columns of this matrix written in linear form gives us original 
message 

Thus we got the message

                                  INDIA  IS  MY  COUNTRY 

In similar way the orthogonal matrices are also used to generate key 
matrix to increase the security of communication text.
of cipher text becomes relatively more
orthogonal matrix. 

*

927194149

IAIDNI
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1363812210236

1464613711028




 

The receiver writes this string as a sequence of 3×1 column matrices and 
is the decode message. Now repeat the technique using the inverse 

The decoding matrix is the inverse of matrix  . .  where

 
















 223

233

101

 

To decode the message perform matrix multiplication as  









210136102170146110

543836524628

18512299157137101

 









2718

2720

2514

 

Now columns of this matrix written in linear form gives us original 

Thus we got the message 

INDIA  IS  MY  COUNTRY 
 

he orthogonal matrices are also used to generate key 
matrix to increase the security of communication text. The improvisation 
of cipher text becomes relatively more secure due to the utilization of 

**

2014211532725132719

TNUOCYMS
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1 column matrices and 
. Now repeat the technique using the inverse 

where 

 

Now columns of this matrix written in linear form gives us original 

 

he orthogonal matrices are also used to generate key 
The improvisation 

utilization of 

**

2727251820

YR
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CONCLUSION 

 Matrices are well known tool for storage of huge data. In this article 
very simple encryption technique has been presented in order to make 
familiar with the various encryption schemes used in encrypting the d
using different matrices. Every scheme has advantages and disadvantages 
based on their techniques which are mainly based on finding the inverse 
of key matrix.  
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